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Movies Help Us Think About AI



But most modern AI systems look like…



But most modern AI systems look like…



Why is it happening?

1. Scientific/mathematical breakthroughs, esp in machine learning

2. Growth in raw computing power

For comparison:

Species # Neurons 
in Brain

Fruit Fly 100,000

Cat 1,000,000,000

Chimpanzee 10,000,000,000

Human 100,000,000,000



What is Artificial Intelligence?

AI is the study, design, and development 
of computational processes to solve problems 
that previously required human intelligence

The “AI Paradox”: once we become familiar 
with a technology, we stop considering it AI



“Good Old-Fashioned AI”

• Early AI systems were explicitly programmed

• Many important conceptual foundations

• Few practical successes



Search

• Instead of telling a computer how to solve a problem,
tell it how to recognize a solution & let it experiment

• Drove many of AI’s early successes:



Machine Learning

• Give a computer examples of a pattern 
and ask it to find a rule

• 𝑥𝑥: features; 𝑦𝑦: labels

• Example:



Deep Learning with Neural Networks

• Get rid of features!

• Architecture is loosely analogous to brains

• An old idea (60s; 80s)

• Example:
cancer

no cancer



Image, Face Recognition

• Understanding images and faces had long been
seen as a fundamentally hard AI problem

• Deep learning was a game changer



Reinforcement Learning

• Often a complex sequence of actions must be
taken before reaching a reward or punishment

• Example: 

• Foundations of RL laid in the 80s

• Breakthroughs in mid 2010s:



Self-Supervision and Generative AI

• How can we learn from huge, unlabeled datasets?

• A really clever idea: turn raw data into puzzles

• The same idea works with images

• Eventually, models can generate inputs like those they saw during training



Large Language Models (GPT-3, …)

• Start with a huge corpus of text

• Take an absolutely enormous neural net

• Spend literally millions of dollars 
conducting self-supervised training

• The resulting “foundation model” can 
be “fine-tuned” to specific tasks



Chat Models (ChatGPT, …)

• Supervised fine tuning
chat task 

• Human alignment
multiple texts 

rank them

reward model 

• Reinforcement learning



Absolutely Amazing Performance



Weakness: Hallucinations



Weakness: Reasoning



Weakness: Math, Counting, Dating



Weakness: Alignment Tax



Robotics

• Robotics has not seen rapid advances

Moore’s Law 

• State of the art:

• We’re a long way from the Terminator
doorknob



Dude, Where’s My Self-Driving Car?

• An initial flurry of optimism

• Progress: Widespread driver assist features; Tesla “full self driving”
• Turns out getting from 99% to 100% is much harder than expected



A Brave, New World?

• AI has huge potential upside
drudgery

personal assistant
breakthroughs

• If you’re skeptical about economic growth, 
ask yourself whether you’d prefer the 
standard of living from any previous time 
in history. Consider:

• E.g., whose standard of living would you prefer: yours or Louis XIV’s?



Concern: Economic Impact
• Many tasks will be automated:

routine labor
knowledge work

• Some jobs are profoundly AI-proof
– human touch:
– regulatory & cultural barriers:
– not worth it: 

• Automation is nothing new

much richer
income inequality

• Ask “Is there still something I’d like a person to do for me for free?” If no:
– Post-scarcity

luxury good



Concern: Bias

• ML systems trained on biased data will 
exhibit biased performance

• AI systems can be less biased than humans!

• Another kind of bias: AI experts aren’t 
exactly representative of broader society



Concern: Creators

• Will generative AI harm content creators?

• Is training a generative model on creative work 
a violation of copyright law or “fair use”?

• Photoshop didn’t put photographers out of a job



Concern: Education

• LLMs will profoundly affect education

• We will need to reconsider what we teach

• We will need to reimagine evaluation



Concern: Social Impact

• How will AI technologies transform society?

• Will there be a social backlash against AI? 

• We’re raising children taking for granted many 
technologies that strike us as magical

• How will human relationships change in the 
presence of always-available social agents?

• As we are increasingly augmented by AI, what are our inherent 
cognitive/emotional/motivational limitations, beyond which 
augmentation won’t help?



Concern: Military Use

• Increasing use of AI in military applications

• Already quite commonplace in some arenas
–
–
–

• Autonomous weapons becoming practical
–

• The main barrier to adoption is public opinion



Ethics of AI Will Be a Big Conversation
Will a new technology:

• disempower individuals vs corporations?
⇒ user modeling; data mining; fostering addictive behaviors; developmental 

effects on children

• disempower individuals vs governments? 
⇒ facilitate disinformation (deep fakes; bots masquerading as people; 

filter bubbles); enable qualitatively new military or security tactics

• take autonomous actions in a way that obscures 
responsibility
⇒ autonomous weapons; self-driving cars; loan approval systems

• disproportionately affect vulnerable/marginalized groups
⇒ automated decision making tools trained in ways that may encode 

existing biases



Prediction: We’ll Get What We Want (for good or bad)

• Entertainment

• Free time

• A burst of creative energy

• Connecting with others



Concern: Superhuman Intelligence

• AI systems are increasingly capable 
of human-level performance

• Superhuman intelligence isn’t such a 
foreign, scary thing

• Many important problems need 
superhuman intelligence; AI can help

collective decision making
scarce resources

underserved communities
– climate change



Concern: Sentience

• “AI will become self-aware and kill us all”

• Today, there’s no “ghost in the machine”

• But fears persist about what the future holds



Conclusions
• AI is no longer science fiction

• Existing technologies will have big impact
– Mobile phones 
– Living standards 
–

automate many tasks 

• Government (and voters) will shape the agenda
regulation



So How Did You Make The Pictures?
• Generated by DALL-E 3

• Prompt: 
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